The Society of Fellows (SOF) is a national community of diverse and distinguished leaders who sustain and support the values-based work of the Aspen Institute.

Join the Society of Fellows to advance the mission of the Aspen Institute and experience the deepest level of engagement with its work.
The Society of Fellows members enjoy unparalleled access to Institute programs and events, including unique experiences with nationally-recognized speakers and thought leaders. They are the first to know about Aspen Institute events, and they receive special invitations to member-exclusive programs across the country.

The Aspen Institute is a global nonprofit organization committed to realizing a free, just, and equitable society. Founded in 1949, the Aspen Institute drives change through dialogue, leadership, and action to help solve the most important challenges facing the United States and the world. Headquartered in Washington, DC, the Aspen Institute has a campus in Aspen, Colorado, and an international network of partners.

Your support is tax deductible to the extent allowed by law.

**BASE BENEFITS**

Access and concierge-style registration to more than 50 events specially curated for Society of Fellows members every year in Aspen, New York City, San Francisco, Washington, DC, and other locations around the country.

Priority registration to the Aspen Institute’s premier public events, such as the Aspen Ideas Festival.

Access to the Aspen Institute’s public programs held across the country.

Subscription to the SOF email newsletter which contains information about all upcoming Aspen Institute programs.

Discounts at Plato’s Restaurant and the Resnick-Malek Health Center at the Aspen Meadows Resort in Aspen, CO.

**GOLD LEAF SOCIETY $50,000**

- All base benefits for two members
- Two Patron Passes* to the Aspen Ideas Festival included

**CHAIRMAN’S SOCIETY $25,000**

- All base benefits for two members plus special accommodation for four additional guests at SOF programs as space allows
- Dinner with the President and CEO of the Aspen Institute

**PRESIDENT’S SOCIETY $10,000**

- All base benefits for two members plus special accommodation for two additional guests at SOF programs as space allows
- Opportunity to purchase two Patron Passes* to Aspen Ideas Festival
- Invitations to small private dinners with nationally recognized speakers and thought leaders

**ASPEN LEAF SOCIETY $5,000**

- All base benefits for two members plus special accommodation for two additional guests at SOF programs as space allows
- Invitations to intimate Society of Fellows experiences in private venues

**COUPLE & INDIVIDUAL FELLOWS ($3,500 Couple & $2,500 Individual)**

- All base benefits for one or two members of any age

**VANGUARD (under 40 years of age – $1,000 Couple & $650 Individual)**

- All base benefits for one or two members under 40 years old

*The only Aspen Ideas Festival pass granting access to all 10 days of the Festival.

TO JOIN TODAY, CONTACT THE SOF TEAM AT SOF@ASPENINSTITUTE.ORG OR 970.544.7980